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WHAT IT MEANS

AN EXAMINATION OF THE LIVE BEEF FUTURES
by Mark J. Powers*

Today two tan-jacketed Individuals descend the steps of a pit in

Chicago and sell 100,000 pounds of beef with a flick of a finger.

Immediately, news of that transaction is flashed around the world.
These two tan-jacketed people are trading in futures contracts. The
pit in which they are trading is a futures exchange.
Futures contracts are legally binding contracts for the future de-

livery of a specified quality and quantity of a particular commodity,
with price arrived at through openly competitive bidding, subject to the
rules and regulations of the exchange at which the contract is traded.
Futures exchanges are meeting places for buyers and sellers to meet and

transact business. The exchange members set the rules of trading, provide
the facilities, and report the activities.

Today in America more than 26 commodities are actively traded on
futures contracts. These commodities range from orange juice and silver
dollars to livestock and livestock products. In South Dakota, futures

trading in livestock products is of prime interest. We will focus our
attention on the futures market for live cattle since this is the current

glamour market and it is the one most relevant for South Dakota livestock
producers. Also, the factors discussed here have similar application to
other livestock products.

History of Live Beef Futures

The futures market for live beef was inaugurated on November 30, 196A

For the first time, a nonstoreable live animal was offered for sale on a
futures contract traded on a major exchange. The very idea flew in the
face of the arguments economists had propounded for years; that is com
modities could not be successfully traded on futures contracts unless
they were storable and easily standardized.

The futures market for live beef developed rapidly. Trading in live

beef futures was so successful that subsequent contracts were offered in
carcass beef and in live feeder cattle. These latter contracts, for
various reasons, have not been successful and are no longer activelv
traded.

^

In contrast to the grain markets which had developed from the need

for shifting price risk during storage, these new contracts grew out of

t e need for shifting price risk during the production process. The

Assistant Professor of Economics, South Dakota State Universitv.

rapid commercialization of agriculture, the specialization and concentration

of production, the increased need for borrowed capital, all greatly reduced
the ability of the primary producer to carry the risk of price change. Even
a slight change in selling prices resulted in a major effect on net returns.
Thus, the livestock producer was ready for and demanded the development of
some mechanism to carry the risk of price change during the period of
production.

Hedging is defined as simultaneously entering into equal but opposite
positions in a cash market and the futures market.

The cash market is the

market in which immediate delivery of the commodity is given at the time
of the sale. An example of such a market is the Sioux Falls Stockyards.

The futures market, on the other hand, is the contract market where delivery
is called for at a future date. Hedging allows an individual to protect
himself from a price change by taking opposite positions in the two markets.

As long as prices in these two markets move parallel to each other, any
losses incurred in one market will be offset by gains in the other. It
should also be pointed out, however, that the hedger limits the amount of
proflj^ he can make while at the same time protecting himself from losseFT
If prices go up, he foregoes those profits.
Effect of Hedging on Borrowing Capacity

It has often been argued that if hedging reduces risk for an individual

it should improve that individual's credit rating.

A hedger, then, should

be able to borrow more money than a nonhedger and he should be able to

borrow on more favorable terms, that is, lower interest rates.

During the

past year, research conducted here at South Dakota State has provided some
support for these hypotheses.
A survey of 405 banks and production credit associations located in

South Dakota and three surrounding states indicated that nearly all of them
believed hedging reduces an individual's risk. However, only about 1/3 of
the respondents indicated that they had made loans to farmers or agricultural
business firms on the basis of hedged collateral.

Most of the lending agencies who indicated they had made loans on
hedged collateral indicated that the hedging operations of the farmers were
not important in considering whether or not to make the loan but they were
important in deciding how much to loan. A significant percentage of them
decided that they would make larger loans on given collateral if it were

hedged than if it were not hedged, thus lending support to the hypothesis
that hedging actually does aid the farmer in borrowing money by increasing
his borrowing capacity. None of the responding agencies indicated they
would lower the interest rates charged on loans secured by hedged collateral
as opposed to those charged on loans secured by unhedged collateral.
Apparently interest rates are determined primarily by the cost of money.

Does the Futures Market Predict Prices

The idea of futures trading usually introduces the mistaken notion that
futures prices are price predictions.
A recent analysis of the price patterns of each of the contracts traded

for 1965, '66, and '67 indicates that in the past the futures market for live
beef has been a very poor predictor of prices. Of the 17 contracts that
matured during the three year period, all but two of them opened at the be
ginning of the contract at least two dollars higher or lower than thev ultim
ately closed at the end and many of them opened $4 higher or lower than they
closed. Further, at the midpoint in the lives of these 17 contracts, none
of them were priced within $1 of their eventual close.

In the short run the market does not seem to do much better as a price
predictor. In only 7 of the cases was the market within 50c of the eventual
close 30 days before its close. In about half of the cases, the market under
estimated eventual prices, while it over-estimated in the other cases. This
suggests that the market prices are not biased in either direction.
It should not be a startling discovery that the futures market does

not accurately predict prices. A little knowledge about the operation of
the market reveals why this is so. Futures price quotations represent only
the price at which two people are willing to trade. They are not a consensus
figure for all market participants. Further, the two traders are trading
for opposite reasons. One assumes prices are going higher so he buys and
the other believes prices are going to decline so he sells. Also, many
traders do not try to accurately estimate what prices will be at contract
maturity but merely arrive at a judgement of which direction prices will
move

next.

It should be noted that there has been much discussion among farmers,
ranchers, and feedlot operators about the use of futures price quotations
in determining the prices of feeder cattle. The very fact that the futures
price Is not an accurate prediction makes obvious the danger in using it to
determine feeder prices unless the buyer actually hedges the cattle. Only
then does he set his selling price and only then does the futures market
provide a reasonable basis for calculating the amount he can afford to pay
for

the feeder

cattle.

Futures Trading

Price Fluctuation

When futures trading in live beef was inaugurated, some agricultural
writers and members of the Chicago Mercantile Exchange felt that futures
trading would reduce price variation in cattle prices. It was assumed that

farmers would use the futures market to plan their production.
There is little evidence that farmers or ranchers are in fact using the
futures market for hedging purposes and unless the farmer hedges and actually
established .a price the futures price is of little use in planning. Not
much is known about the decision processes of producers or of the factors
that influence decisions to increase or decrease production. No evidence is

available that fanners who hedge do use the futures market for planning the
amount and timing of their production.

Further, to be an effective tool in

leveling out peaks and valleys in prices and production the futures market

must provide the opportunity for trading in contracts at least two years in
advance of actual delivery. It takes about two years for changes in live
stock production plans to affect the number of livestock slaughtered. Pre
sently, live beef futures are not actively traded more than one year in
advance of delivery.

Some Supplementary Benefits of Futures Trading in Livestock

The initiation of beef futures has enabled agricultural processing
firms to develop new forward contracts for the delivery of cash livestock
and to hedge these purchases in the futures market. Two major meat packers

currently offer such contracts and others are considering it quite strongly.
This system allows the packer a better opportunity to control the number,
weight, and quality of livestock received at his plant.

It allows better

planning of operations to obtain a regular flow of livestock to the plants.
Further, it provides the farmer an alternative to direct hedging on the
futures market and still allows him to shift his price risk through a for
ward contract.

A recent survey conducted here at South Dakota State indicates that the

farmers are quite enthusiastic about such methods of marketing.

Nearly all

of those interviewed have been very well satisfied with the results of their
first contracting experience. Nearly all of them entered into the contract

to reduce their risk. None of them attempted to borrow money on the con
tracts but most of them felt it did improve their ability to borrow money.
It is difficult at this date to determine how this system will evolve, whether
there will be more farmer hedging or more farmer forward contracting with
packers. Probably there will continue to be some combination of the two.
Nevertheless, the livestock producer now has two alternative mechanisms for

establishing a price for his production and reducing his price risk.

Table

I presents a comparison of some of the important differences between these
two alternatives.

With the advent of futures trading in livestock it has become possible

for the first time for the livestock feeder to hedge his entire feeding
operation from the purchase of the feed to the sale of the finished animal.
This means he can essentially fix his operating margins at the start of the
production period.

In the future, we may very well find these two developments to be the
most important results stemming from the development of the livestock futures

TABLE 1.

Comparison of Beef Futures Contracting and Forward Contracting With
a

Packer.

CRITERIA
Pricing

FUTURES

FORWARD CONTRACTING

CONTRACTING

WITH A PACKER

Openly competitive bidding

Bargaining between packer and
producer; often price based

on discounted futures price.
Delivery

Delivery seldom occurs.

When

It does occur It takes place at
the terminal markets located In

Delivery must occur.

Takes

place at closest plant owned
by the contracting packer.

Chicago, Omaha, or Kansas City.
Cost of

Entering

Commissions for brokers; Interest
on margin money.

Contract

Entry and
Exit

Only restriction on entry Is cap
ital requirement for margins and
commissions. Exit Is relatively

Different packers place differ
ent restrictions on entry. Such
restrictions may take the form

easy. It occurs anytime you make
an offsetting transaction.

credit rating of producer,

of:

size of feeding operation,

quality of cattle fed, etc.
Exit cannot occur until after
the cattle are delivered. Once

the contract Is signed delivery
must occur, barring an act of
God.

These contracts are

usually non-negotiable.
Not all price risk Is eliminated

All price risk is eliminated.

because the relationship between

The feeder is assured a part

prices in the cash and futures

icular price.

market does not always remain
constant.

Cap!tal

Capital Is required for margins
and for brokerage commissions.
Further capital Is sometimes

The producer does not need extra
capital for entering into tne
contract. He usually receives

needed In order to maintain
margins.

at the time the contract is

a partial payment from the packer
validated.

Decision Skill

A high degree of skill needed.

Less complex decision.

and Frequency

Decisions need to be made con-

clsions made once in each pro

stantly by continuous reassessment

duction period,

of position.

De-

Continued access to

information becomes Important.
Size of Contract Must deal In 24 head Increments
and Increments
since each contract calls for
25,000 lbs. of live beef.

Size of contracts can be tail
ored to fit the situation.

TREND AND DEVELOPMENTS IN MARKETING:

IMPLICATIONS

FOR SOUTH DAKOTA AGRICULTURE

Robert L. Beck*

Separation of rural America from the consumers of its product has
virtually been accomplished. With this separation, however, has emerged
one of the most complex marketing systems in existence today. Close ex
amination reveals two major dimensions of this complex system. First,
the system performs the function of converting raw products of the farm
into those meeting the form, place, and time requirements of consumers.
This encompasses the whole gamut of processes and functions performed by
the system from the harvest of the products at the farm level to the
services of the carry-out boy at the local supermarket.

Second, within the marketing system is incorporated the necessary
procddures for the determination of prices which clear the market and at
the same time distributes revenues among the various marketing agencies
and farmers.

It is within the context of these two dimensions, related as they may
be, that one may logically analyze and appraise some of the major trends
and developments in food marketing today.

I.

Trends in Processing and Distribution

The marketing system is undergoing significant change as a result of
forces such as growing size of markets, economies of scale at the firm
level, increasing scientific knowledge and, to some extent, changing con
sumer tastes and preferences. Some of the major changes are reviewed
below.

Market Organization

Perhaps, one of the most noticeable characteristics of the food mar

keting industries over the past two decades has been the tremendous growth
which has been necessary to serve a growing urban population and an expand
ing agricultural output. Since World War II, the volume of food products
marketed for domestic consumption has increased more than two-fifths.
Associated with this growth has been major structural changes in these in
dustries.

The need for new and better facilities in some areas has facili

tated the adoption of new technology and made possible economies of scale

in operations.

These have played a major role in increasing the efficiency

of the system to the benefit of producers, consumers and marketing firms.

Associate Professor of Economics, South Dakota State University.

Equally noticeable in this period of expansion is the trend to fewer

and larger firms•

Between 1947 and 1961 the number of food manufacturing

companies declined from 40,000 to 32,000.

During the same period, food

manufacturing corporations with assets of $50 million or more increased

their share of the total food industry assets from 36.6 percent to 47.6
percent. Questions often arise as to the effects of these trends on com
petition in the food industry.

To dwell upon these structural aspects of food marketing pejc se,
however, is to miss the real significance of these changes.

The real

significance of these shifts derives from a somewhat related trend which

has also been underway in recent years. This is the tendency for food
manufacturers to expand the number of product lines and, in many instances,
to add nonfood lines.

Conversely, nonfood manufacturers have added food

product lines. These multi-product firms, conglomerate firms, may
diversify by the introduction of a new product line, purchase of existing
plants or companies or by merger with firms in other product lines. The
major source of product diversification to date has been the latter.

Reasons for Diversification;
for product diversification.

A number of reasons have been suggested

Some are:

(1) Diversification of product lines can be a means of stabilizing
profits and reducing risks.

(2) Diversification provides the means whereby large companies can
spread their financial resources over various industries in order

to maintain efficient levels of capacity without detracting from
their profit position.

(3) Economies of scale in total company operation - in contrast to
in-plant economies of scale is possible.

(4) Through mergers, competent management may be acquired.

(5) Firms are, in effect, forced to diversify (if they are to grow
and remain competitive) because anti-merger laws tend to limit
horizontal mergers.
Effects of Diversification on the Marketing System:

Concern is often

expressed about the effects of conglomerate firms on competition in the
market place.

Some possible effects are as follows:

(1) The multi-product sources of revenue for the conglomerate firm
may permit the subsidization of one product at the expense of
others.

(2) Conglomerate diversification could lead to coercive use of power
in reciprocal buying and selling.

(3) Full line selling might permit tacit use of product tie-ins in
pricing.

(4) A conglomerate firm may shift resources from one product line to
another since investment funds are not contingent upon a single
industry or product line.

Outlook for Marketing Services

One of the most persistent trends in food marketing has been the

tendency of marketing firms to provide increasing per unit quantities of
marketing services. Consumer expenditures for domestically produced farm
foods rose from $41.9 billion in 1947 to $85.5 in 1967. During the same
period, the cost of marketing farm produced foods increased from $22.6

costs?

to $58.0 billion. What accounts for such increase in marketing

Basically, the reason has been the increased quantities of farm

food products requiring additional processing and services moving through
the marketing channels.

Changing consumer tastes and preferences have led to a shift of many
of the tasks of food preparation from the home to the marketing system.
The system provides a variety of services, however, in addition to food
preparation. All of these add up to a marketing system that provides more
services with each unit of product sold that it did in past years. Since

1940, the quantity of marketing services has increased by 100 percent; the
volume of food marketed by 73 percent, and the per unit volume of service
about 16 percent. There are indications that marketing costs will continue
to take a higher proportion of the consumer's food dollar. If so, what
might be the effect upon price structure? Since we are concerned with the

effects on price at all levels in the marketing system, a more meaningful
analysis is possible by looking at the effects on:

(1) the farm price and

(2) the retail price.

It is entirely possible that these increased marketing costs (and
associated services) would not affect the price received at the farm

level for farm produced food products.

It is highly likely, however, that

they will noticeably affect the distribution of the consumer's dollar be

tween the producer (farmer's share) and the marketing agencies (marketing
costs). Each year the proportion going to the marketing system increases
while the farmer's share decreases. However, since these are relative,
they do not, £e£ se, provide a measure of well-being, or disaster, for
either group.

While the effects of increased marketing costs may be negligible at
the farm level, such is not the case at the retail level. Historically,
food prices have been tied to price movements of the overall economy.
Expenditures for food are comprised of two components - farm value and

the value of marketing services.

Since the value of these marketing

services is a function of quantity and price and since, as indicated,

both of these (quantity and price) continue to increase, the impact
upon retail prices becomes evident.

If a very high percentage of the

retail price of foods is attributable to processing and marketing costs,
any change in these costs is likely to be reflected in the retail price.
Conversely, changes in farm prices may have little, or no, effect upon
retail price. For example, the farmer's share of the retail price of
bread is so small it would require an estimated 30 percent reduction in

the farm value of wbeat to reduce the price of bread by 1 cent per loaf.

Data show, however, that while the farm value of wheat in bread has

remained relativelv constant during the past 20 years, the retail price

of bread has risen steadily - a result of steadily increasing marketing
services.

Private Labeling^ of Food Products
Another aspect of food marketing deserving some attention is the
trend to private labeling of food items. A number of reasons for the
shift to private label brands have been suggested. Two, however, seem
to have relevance.

First, retailers are interested in private labeled

products for the purpose of building up consumer loyalty to a line of
exclusive products. This, for the most part, is the primary reason for
any type of branding.

Second, and perhaps more important, retailers want to use private
label products as a means of direct price competition. Traditionally,
brands have been used as a vehicle for nonprice competition.

As a means

of direct price competition, private labels, or the threat of such, are
effective in bargaining for lower wholesale prices. Once the lower
wholesale price is attained, the retailer is in a better position to
compete pricewise in the market by charging a lower retail price for the
private label than for comparable brands.

A recent study of private labeling of dairy products by retail
food chains operating in Eastern South Dakota showed that private label
brands of milk were one to two cents per quart less than the leading
manufacturer brand. Similarly, the price of private label brands of
ice cream, cheese, nonfat dry milk and evaporated milk were lower.

Studies show that today's price conscious consumer has little
hesitancy in switching brands. This tends to create a favorable climate
for private label products of comparable quality at lower prices.
Imitation and Synthetic Foods

Recent developments in the marketing of simulated natural food pro
ducts have stirred a furor unequaled in the past few decades. While

imitation and synthetic foods are not new as competitors of farm produced
foods, they do pose a formidable threat. It is estimated that in total,
synthetics already have captured more than 10 percent of the value of the
current market for agricultural products. Noticeable inroads have already
been made in the citrus, dairy, sugar, and to some extent, meat industries
The probable impact of these imitation and synthetic foods on the
agribusiness sector of the economy is questionable. Continued growth will
likely be conditioned by: (1) the price relationships between imitation
and real products, (2) aggressiveness in promotion of both imitation and
real products, (3) consumer attitudes, (4) Legislative actions and (5)
attitudes toward these products by food processing and marketing firms.

II.

Trends and Developments in Price Determination

There is a growing concern that the traditional agricultural pricing
mechanism is breaking down. Traditionally, price has been established
under rather formal rules and procedures at a centralized marketplace.
Decentralization has occurred with great rapidity in the marketing of

almost all agricultural products.

More and more farm products are entering

into the market channel through direct arrangements between the producer
and a particular buyer.

These developments have several implications.

Decentralization of

marketing means a proliferation of pricing points, geographically. Increased
use of buyer specifications (as opposed to public standardization of products)
leads to difficulty in establishing and reporting prices. Thus, a great deal
of secrecy and variation develops in the actual buying process. In the case
of contract integration, public title exchange and the pricing process between
the producer and processor completely disappear.
At the retail level, prices are no longer established in relation to the

costs of procuring and merchandising a product. Rather, a total-mix-pricing
of all product lines to facilitate the greatest total movement of products
from the store is used. This often leads to below-cost selling and loss
leader pricing of particular products.

The disappearance of the traditional exchange process in the marketplace
means that a different pricing mechanism is currently operating. The wide
proliferation and the semi-secrecy of the various exchange points associated
with decentralization of marketing means that the traditional tools (better
market news and greater uniformity in standardization of products) used to

improve the pricing process are no longer effective in the present setting.
III.

Implications for South Dakota Agriculture

The impact of the changes discussed has already been felt by the agri
business complex within the state. All segments of the food industry have
adjusted and continue to adjust to the changing competitive conditions.
However, since South Dakota Is largely an agricultural state, we are con
cerned with the Implications of such changes.
For example. Imitation and synthetic foods pose a serious threat to

farm produced foods.

Much of the loyalty to farm produced foods ends at the

farm gate. Processors and retailers are in the food business - not just the
farm food business. As each generation of consumers gets farther away from
the farm, they become more indifferent toward the source of food.

This means

that the selling of the attributes of farm produced foods is largely left to
the producer. Farm groups may need to become more active in the promotion of
their products as well as in the research and development of new and different

uses for agricultural commodities.

It may mean also a need for changing

product specifications in order to allow new and different products to enter
the market. Product innovations have been discouraged in some commodities
as a result of rigid product specifications.

A breakdown in the traditional pricing mechanism has serious impli
cations for all segments of agriculture. For the producer, meaningful price
and market information isn't available. For the
pricing-the-mix approach at the retail level can
lower prices at the bargaining table. The trend
in point. One proposal offered as a solution to

processor, a shift to a
result in pressure for
to private labels is a case
this problem is that farmers

take a more active role in the use of cooperative organizations in bargaining
to establish terms of trade in the marketplace.

However, despite all of the attention today regarding collective bar

gaining, it should not be viewed as a panacea for agriculture.

The effec

tiveness of collective bargaining will likely depend upon the extent of:

(1) farmer participation, (2) legislative and public favor and (3) recog
nition of the cold, hard realities of economics.

Farmer cooperative organizations have enjoyed limited success in bar
gaining for higher prices in certain circumstances and under special types
of market situations.

Their role in the marketing of food products will

determine, to a large extent, the impact of these changing marketing con
ditions upon South Dakota agriculture.

Private label refers to merchandise packaged mainly to a distributor's

specifications by either a distributor or a manufacturer, for resale
only by a distributor, under a brand name owned by a distributor. In
contrast, manufacturer's brand refers to a manufacturer's or producer's
brand of merchandise having wide distribution, usually heavily adver

tised regionally or nationally with advertising paid for by the manu
facturer .

THE CHANGING CONSUMER

Barbara J. McCandless*

South Dakota producers need to keep abreast of changes in people's
spending habits as well as their eating habits. Much of the food produced
here is consumed in other states and most notably in urban America.

In

creased demand for agricultural products in the future will come largely
from population increases. Increased family income will bring about shifts
in demand for various commodities. More meats, including poultry, while
less flour, egg and milk will be purchased. Similarly consumers want more
services built into their foods in this age of conveniences. They're inter
ested in buying grain products in the form of snack items or bakery products.
Changes in food consumption

Several dramatic changes have occurred in food consumption during the
past decade, according to nationwide studies conducted by the U.S. Depart
ment of Agriculture in 1955 and 1965. The average weekly money value of
food used by American families totaled $35, up 17 percent during the 10 year
period. Part of the increase was due to a 13 percent rise in the retail
prices of food. The balance of the increase was due to more expensive
choices made by the food shopper.

Quantities of meat, poultry and fish; bakery products; and soup and
other mixtures all increased during the 10 year period. Conversely, there
was a decline in the purchase of milk, cream and cheese; potatoes and sweetpotatoes; flour and cereal; eggs, sugars and sweets; and fats and oils.
Consumption of chicken by households increased about a fourth, while its
money value dropped a tenth.

Much of the increase occurred because of lower

prices. The use of beef increased more than 30 percent while its money
value increased 56 percent. While beef prices were higher, this increased
use is attributed to higher incomes and changes in consumer preferences. The
demand diminished for eggs. From 1955 to 1965, egg consumption dropped A per
cent, although money value of eggs used was 15 percent lower.
Shoppers are turning to foods requiring less preparation at home.

Use

of fresh citrus fruit has decreased while frozen and chilled juices increased.
There has been a shift from fresh to frozen vegetables, fresh to processed
potatoes, and from flour and mixes to purchased bakery products.
Americans apparently are concerned about fats in their diets.

Fresh

whole milk, cream, evaporated milk, butter, and shortening consumption de
creased from the mid 50's to the mid 60's.

At the same time there was a

rise in the use of fresh skim milk, nonfat dry milk, margarine and oil.

The increased popularity of snacks is due to a larger portion of teen
agers in the population, more home entertaining, the continuing move to
*
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suburbs and the popularity of television.

During the decade an increase

occurred in the consumption of snack items such as soft drinks, punches and
ades, potato chips, crackers, cookies, doughnuts, ice cream, candy, lunch
meats, and peanut butter.

Expenditures for meat, poultry, fish and eggs comprise the largest
segment of the food budget. Those items accounted for 36 percent of the
food dollar in both 1955 and 1965. At the same time 19 percent of the food

dollar was used for fruits and vegetables, the second most important segement.
A smaller percent was allotted for milk, cream and cheese in 1965 than in

1955.

A larger portion went for beverages and for grain products because

of higher bakery products purchases.

The study revealed that convenience foods have taken a more important
place in the family food picture. Expenditures for 32 convenience foods
accounted for 30 percent of the total dollars spent for food used at home

in 1965, compared with 27 percent ten years earlier. The average expendi
ture for convenience foods was about $8.10 per family per week in 1965, an
increase of a third over the 10 year period.

The use of dehydrated soup during the period, and the quantity of
canned, condensed soup went up more than 30 percent. The quantity of readyto-eat cereals increased more than 30 percent, but this was accompanied by
a 90 percent increase in expenditure.

Prices for these items increased in

that time. Use of instant coffee increased 125 percent. There was tripled
or quadrupled use of items such as frozen potatoes, frozen and powered
fruit ades, and fresh commercial Juices.

Eating away from home has increased substantially. Families spend an
average of $6.11 per week for food and beverages bought and eaten away from
home in 1965. During the spring of 1955 they spent only $4.76. Most of
the increase during the decade was for meals as opposed to snacks.
Changes in total family expenditures

The Bureau of Labor Statistics obtained detailed expenditure data from

a nationwide survey of families in 1960-61. These data indicate that many
changes have taken place in family buying patterns. Consumer purchases are
important in the nation's economy; in 1960-61 they made up two-thirds of the
gross national product.

The median money income before taxes of American families in 1966 was

$7,400, according to the Bureau of the Census. About 30 percent of the 48.9
million families received incomes of $10,000 or more, while 14 percent had
incomes under $3,000.

The decade of 1950-60 was a period of rising personal incomes. After
tax income of urban American families increased 49 percent. Families saved

more in 1960 than they did in 1950. However, they also bought about 14 per
cent more goods and services in 1960 even after allowing for the 23.5 percent
increase in consumer prices which occurred in that decade.

The average urban family spent more dollars for each major type of
goods and services in 1960 than in 1950. During these two years there were

also changes in the relative amounts spent for the different categories.
The most significant change in consumption patterns was the declining im
portance of food, and the increased importance of housing and automobile

purchases and operation in family spending. Food accounted for 29.7 per

cent of current family living expenses in 1950, but this dropped to 24.A
percent in 1960. During this time housing increased from 27.2 percent to

29.6 percent, and the automibile's share rose from 11.6 to 13.0 percent.

Larger shares of total current expenditures over the ten-year period
were devoted to personal care, medical care, and education. Clothing and
recreation accounted for a smaller share of expenditures. It's surprising
that recreation expenditures declined despite higher incomes and longer
paid vacations. This finding is at least partially explained by the fact

that car expenses incurred while on vacation are classified statistically

under automobile, rather than recreation outlays.

Similarly motel and

hotel expenses, as well as cabin expenses, are classified under shelter
expenses. Meals eaten are reported merely as meals away from home.

PREDICTING SUCCESSFUL MANAGEMENT OF FARM AND AGRI-BUSINESS FIRMS
Howard A.

Gilbert*

Most research and analysis in farm and agri-business management have
been on physical and capital relationships. However, the human element
through its managerial behavior systems affects the efficiency of resource
allocation and utilization.

Thus, interest has turned to studying the

ability, performance, and goals of the person or persons responsible for
allocating the resources available to the agricultural firm.
Past efforts to predict success in various management roles in the
industrial sector of the economy appear to be more successful than attempts
to predict success in farming. For example, success prediction devices
have been developed for retail milk salesmen, assistant credit managers,
research chemists, feed salesmen, and middle managers in major corporations
The difference in progress in management success prediction between the

agricultural and non-agricultural sectors may be due to the difference in
resources devoted to the two efforts and the fact that specific Jobs are
more clearly definable in industry.

Management Success Research at SDSU

Two studies in the area of evaluating the human element in farm man

agerial roles have been undertaken within the Department of Economics at
South Dakota State University.

The first one, completed by S. Ray Schultz in May of 1967, focused on
problem recognition among farm operators in Lake County, South Dakota.
Managers were evaluated on their degree of problem recognition, defined as
identification of situations which, if changed, would be expected to result

in higher net farm income. The farmers were asked questions on their bio
graphical backgrounds, their managerial techniques, and their values.
The study showed significant relationships between the degree of pro
blem recognition, farmers' values and biography, and the managerial techni
ques which they used. Young farm operators did not hold the same values
as did older farm operators. Older farmers who hold strongly to values
that are not conducive to problem recognition are less successful managers.
Their age and level of education limit their alternatives to farming.
Their income and wealth may both be dificient, but they seldom see their
county agent, read farm magazines, or analyze available information with
the goal of increasing their incomes.

A second study by Krause and Williams is now in the process of being
published. In this study, personality characteristics of eastern South

*
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Dakota Fanners Home Administration and Sioux Falls Production Credit Asso

ciation borrowers and their wives were related to net worth changes over
a five year period, 1960 through 196A. Each farm couple was considered as
a management entity.

Change in net worth was selected as the criterion

since it represents a primary item in evaluating farm firm growth. The

farm operator-entrepreneur was viewed as an individual possessing abilities,

motivations and drives, and a biography of past experiences which determine

managerial processes and produce managerial outcome. The study emphasized
the difficulties which some farmers are experiencing in using credit for
farm firm survival and growth while meeting repayment schedules.

Because of a lack of relevant personality measures three approaches
were used in selecting variables for the study; (1) personality variables
that had been developed in farm managerial evaluation research, (2) moti
vations, biography, and ability variables that had been developed in indussnd (3) personality variables which were previously unmeasured
and were developed specifically for this study. Included among the person
ality variables were areas relating to risk aversion, economic motivation,
scientific orientation, independence, authoritarianism, manifest anxiety,
and many others.

Change in net worth should be an acceptable criterion of farm manage
ment success to a commercial farm lender, since a primary objective of a

lending institution is to extend credit in consideration of repayment po

tential, i.e., capacity and offered security. Increasing the absolute
amount of a loan as the borrower's net worth increases should place the
lending institution in a more favorable position since, if an increase in
financial position is stable, an outstanding loan would be more secure.
The lender would be more likely to be repaid on schedule if a farmer's in-

^^®^se in net worth indicates a net income which would enable payment of
interest and principle. If money is not available to enable the borrower
to meet a given payment, the lender would have security to cover a default.

The major significant results of this study, as it differs from pre

viously conducted managerial studies, include the following:

(1) Any study of farm management that involves a farm couple must
take cognizance of the wife's role in management. This is demonstrated by

the fact that predictors were developed that are as statistically relevant
for the wife as they were for the husband, and when variables for both
husbands and wives were included a higher level of prediction accuracy was
obtained.

(2) The concept of management was more firmly established with an
operational definition rather than treating management as a mysterious
entity.

While it may be convenient to talk about management in an economic

model, as though it really exists, we must if we are to do meaningful re
search and to understand human behavior work with it in behavioral terms.

The approach taken in this study was that management is one type of human

behavior and like other concepts of "talents" such as musical ability or
athletic ability, it can and should be studied in behavioral terms.

(3) This study demonstrates the practicality of developing criteria
that can be used for counseling and selection of farm operators. Although

such an instrument was not developed due to the self-imposed limits of this

study (because of the limited sample size and exploratory nature of this
study) nevertheless it is now possible to use the results and techniques of
this study to further refine and to build selection instruments.
Specific personality characteristics which were most commonly asso
ciated with managerial success involved facts illustrated by the following.
Farmers who hold low expectations for lifetime success are apparently less
successful. Other factors which were significantly correlated with mana

gerial success were the farmers' scores relating to adaptability, risk
aversion, financial management, and aggressive conservatism.

If the wife shows a high degree of knowledge of animal production, the
husband was indicated to be less likely to be successful, contrary to the
investigators' expectations. A distinct interest by the wife in acitivities
relating to the work of an English teacher, buyer, or physical therapist
distracted from the farmer's potential success. Each of these interest
variables are activities that would take a woman away from the farm home
and business. Nursing and teaching music gave opposite indications since
these activities are commonly conducted in the home.
Significant differences were found in selected measures of motivations
and drives and in the biography between the farmers who showed an increase
in net worth from 1960 to 1964 and those who showed a decrease. The per
sonality characteristic variables were related to percent change in net
worth through the use of regression and correlation analysis. The strong

est prediction equation was obtained when separate men's and women's per
sonality variables were included in the regression model. A coefficient
of determination of .731 was obtained when the percentage change in net
worth was related with five ability, motivations and drives, and biography
items for men and eight such items for women. The items that were related
to net worth change thus may represent items that can be used to predict
success.

Generalizations from results of this study should be limited to farmers
with operations similar to the ones included in the study. In addition,
before the items that were significant in the regression equations are
used by lending agencies or individuals interested in guiding farmers, the
selected variables should be validated with an additional and larger group
of farmers, then used first on a pilot basis, and evaluated periodically
as

to

their effectiveness.

Summai

In the light of the increasing use of credit by South Dakota's farmers
and other agricultural businessmen, credit institutions are facing new

challenges in evaluating borrowers' physical resources and their ability
to use credit successfully. Results from managerial evaluation studies
can provide some guidance to lending officers and to farmers in the evalua
tion process.

Given the current management structure of farm and agribusiness firms
x^hich borrow from commercial lending agencies in South Dakota, results of

our studies indicate that farmers and agribusiness firm managers without
management potential can be recognized. It appears to be useful to separate

the economic from the personality problems, since farmers may seek to bor
row money because they have insufficient funds to realize their expansion
aspirations or becuase they have been unable to manage resources at their

disposal.

In the absence of limitations imposed by personality characteris

tics, credit extension may assist a borrower in achieving success.

While precise tests and prediction instruments have not been developed
for predicting success in farm and agribusiness management, counselors and
advisors (such as the clergy, high school and university advisors, and
community guidance personnel) can make a major contribution to improving
the success of agricultural pursuits in South Dakota by giving more atten

tion to learing how to effectively advise South Dakota farmers and agri
business managers.

PROFITABLE REORGANIZATION OF TYPICAL FARMS
IN

EASTERN SOUTH DAKOTA

by John T. Sanderson*

As a part of two experiment station projects contributing to regional
studies of supply response and adjustments in feed grain, livestock and

wheat production^, most profitable farm organizations have been determined
for 49 typical farm situations in Central and Eastern South Dakota.

Typical

beef cattle, hog, dairy, mixed livestock, and wheat farms of different

sizes were analyzed in five major type of farming areas. Most profitable
farm plans were determined for varying combinations of prices for livestock,
feed grains and wheat.

Linear programming was used to determine the most profitable plans.
This technique is similar to farm budgeting in many respects. However,
linear programming is well adapted to use with high speed computers. Thus
it is possible to consider a larger number of possible uses of available
resources and to determine quickly the most profitable plan within the re
source limitations.

The studies assume a level of efficiency in crop yields, livestock

feed conversion and rates of gain, and labor requirements currently being
attained by the most efficient 20 to 25 percent of farm operators. Thus,
the efficiency levels are above present average levels, but they are attain
able and considered practical.
As an example of the type of results obtained in the studies, this
report presents results for a typical medium size mixed livestock farm in

a seven county area in Northeastern South Dakota.^ Quantities of resources
available on the farm are shown in Table 1.

The organization of the farm

in 1962 and most profitable organizations at four combinations of prices
for hogs and beef cattle with a single level of prices for feed grains and
other crops are shown in Table 2. Product prices used for the most profit
able plans were as follows:
Corn;

Soybeans:
Wheat:

Flax:

225 lb. Hogs:

$1.09/bu.
$1.88/bu.
$1.86/bu.
$2.57/bu.
Medium Price:

High Price:

Choice Slaughter Steers:

Medium Price:

High Price:

$14.00/cwt.
$16.88/cwt.
$19.90/cwt.
$24,06/cwt.

The organization of the typical farm in 1962 is the average of levels
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of the various enterprises present in 1962 on 25 sample farms. Net returns
for 1962 were calculated from reported production using 1962 price levels.
The 1962 price of com was slightly below the price used for the four most
profitable plans, but prices of other grains were higher. Hog and beef
prices were between the medium and high levels.

The major portion of income in 1962 on this typical farm came from the

sale of livestock and livestock products, feed grain production was in excess

of livestock use, and a small amount was sold. Using the linear programming
approach to maximize profits the most significant change in organization of

the farm would be a heavy shift to livestock feeding, with substantial pur

chases of feed grains.

Feed grain production would also increase, however.

Hogs would become the major livestock enterprise except when beef
prices are relatively favorable. When beef prices are low in relation to
both corn and hog prices, no beef cattle would be produced. A small beef

cow herd with the calves fed out on pasture enters the plan only when both

hog and beef prices are low in relation to corn prices.

A small number of

purchased calves would also be fed out. At more favorable beef prices,
the hog enterprise would be reduced, and purchased calves would be fed

out on pasture.

With the exception of the case when price relationships are favorable

to beef cattle production, the acreage of cropland hay and rotation pasture
would be reduced substantially below the 1962 level. Wheat acreage would
remain stable at the level of the allotment. A relatively large acreage
of soybeans would be included in the plan when price levels become rela
tively unfavorable for livestock feeding.

South Dakota Agricultural Experiment Station Project 393, contributing
to Nortti Central Regional Project NC—54. South Dakota Agricultural
Experiment Station Project 462, contributing to Great Plains Regional
Project GP-5.

Counties included in the area are Brookings, Codington, Deuel, Grant,
Haralin, Kingsbury, and Roberts.

Table 1,

Resources Available on Medium Size Mixed
Livestock Farm in Northeastern South Dakota.

Amount

Unit

Available

Cropland
Permanent Pasture

Native Hay
Total Land
Feed Grain Base

Wheat Allotment

Value of Land & Buildings

Dollar

41,091

Other Capital

Dollar

16.323

Total Capital

Dollar

57,414

Operator & Family Labor

Man Mo.

Table 2.

Medium Size Mixed Livestock Farm in Northeastern South Dakota

Most Profitable Organizations at Four Hog-Beef Price Combina
tions and 1962 Organization.
Most
Item

Unit

Corn for Grain

Prices;^

Profitable Organizations

1962

MM

MH

HM

HH

Organ.

Acre

12A

124

124

124

52

Corn for Silage

Acre

0

0

0

0

14

Oats and Barley

Acre

64

64

118

107

75

Soybeans

Acre

38

0

1

0

5

Wheat

Acre

22

22

22

22

24

Flax

Acre

0

0

0

0

39

Acre

17

55

0

12

46

0

0

0

0

17

Cropland Hay &
Rot.

Past.

Summer Fallo

Acre

Diverted Acres

Acre

31

31

31

31

24

Native Hay

Acre

16

16

16

16

16

128

84

148

124

8

Pigs Farrowed^

Litter

Beef Cows

Head

16

0

0

0

14

Feeder Cal. Sold

Head

0

0

0

0

8

Calves Fed

Head

22

123

0

54

0

Yearlings Fed

Head

0

0

0

0

3

Dairy Cows

Head

0

0

0

0

6

8777

9462

8505

9091

-333

84

0

123

97

0

0.5

0.7

0.5

0.5

0.6

85,164

93,343

84,282

87,996

57,414

13,519

15,437

21,621

21,991

3,747

Net Feed Grain
Purchased

Cropland Ter.

Bu.Corn Eq.
Acre

Labor Hired

Man Mo.

Total Capital

Dollar

Return to Op.Land, Labor
management and capital
a

Prices are M, medium; and H, high; for hogs and beef cattle respectively.

For all the most profitable organizations, the hog enterprise includes two
2-litter systems with one-half as many sows as litters farrowed. Half of
the sows farrow in winter and summer, and half in spring and fall.

OPTIhUM PLAKS FOX A 1600 ACRE RANCH
IN CENTRAL SOUTH DAKOTA

by Herbert R. Allen*
end Rex D* Helflnstine**

A profit nexinising llneer progreMlng nodel wee used to errive at

optimua plans for a typical ranch in the WilliaM-Tetonka-Cavour Soil
Association Area in Central South Dakota.

The typlsal ranch used for this

analysis had 500 acres of cropland and 1,056 acres of native grass.

Low, nediun and high levels of efficiency were assuned in grain crop
and livestock production. Forage production was obtained from different
management systems of tame grasses and native grasses. Tame grasses in
cluded brome-alfalfa, crested wheat grass, Rusoian wild rye, and sudan grass.

Native grass production was obtained from alternative management systems in

cluding renovated pasture, fertilised pasture, continuous grazed or deferred
gmxing systems. Optimum plans under five different levels of capital re
striction were developed for various cosd>inations of the efficiency levels
in crop and livestock production.

It is possible for an optimum plan to include one enterprise at a high
efficiency level and another enterprise at a low efficiency level. This
would happen if there are any supplementary or complementary relationships
between the enterprises in the use of ranch resources. The results presented
in this report are the plans obtained when the computational procedure was
given the freedom to select the level of efficiency which would maximize
profits. The efficiency levels were thus permitted to vary and the selection
of efficiency levels for the optimum plan was given over to the linear pro

gramming procedure. Plans were developed for various levels of capital
restriction.

The optimum plans arrived at in this study gave priority to crop pro
duction as capital became limiting. As capital was assumed to become more
available it was most profitable to place the land in crop production with
the use of fertilizer, weed and pest control and improved crop varieties.

When capital was very limited, profits were maximized by limiting size of
the beef cow herd, permitting pasture land to go idle.

In this study it was only under a high efficiency level in both crops
and livestock that it became profitable to interseed range land in poor
condition. In all other situations this range land was utilized through

a deferred grazing program.

The results of this study indicate that the

renovation of native pastures in Central South Dakota is profitable if

* > Assistant Professor of Economics, South Dakota State University.
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there Is a high erficieccy in both crop auid llveLtock prodxKition and capital
is not a liaiticg factor. Aj the efficiency In crop production increased^
it bscane more profitable to use cropland to produce cash crops. Forage
production for livestock then cane from native grassland.

It was not

profitable to invest in rang? iBprovewert unless the efficiency in live
stock production was relatively high. It nust be recognized, however,
that this study has placed no value upon the risk and uncertainty involved
in crop production but has used past production records as a gtiide.
Another problen facing nany faners and ranchers is that of handling
livestock while pasture renovation is being carried out. Pasture renovation
requires that no grazing be carried out for a period of two years while a
new seeding is beconing established. This quite often creates difficulties

in livestock nanagenent. The loss of grazing land for a two-year period
can reduce incone. It creates probleiss in handling livestock and nay even
force a reduction in the size of the cow herd if a large aaount of pasture
is renovated.

To estiauite the optiaui ranch organisation when pasture renovation is
undertaken, plans were developed for two different tine periods. Tine
period 1 represents a two-year period during which a new seeding is becon
ing established. Tine period 2 represents the tine period after the seed
ing is established and all native grassland is in 75 percent condition.

It was assuned during tine period 1 that 160 acres of native grassland
in 25 percent condition would be renovated as a unit. During this tine
period a 50-cow herd was forced into the plan. This is approximately the
size of herd that was called for in the optinun plan when capital was not
limited. This optinun plan was under a situation where pasture renovation
had been carried out and all of the grazing land was assumed to be in 75

percent condition. Therefore, it was decided to accept an objective of main
taining a 50-cow herd during tine period 1. Also, this analysis did not
permit any perennial pasture crops to enter the plan if they did not appear
in the optimum plan as previously described in this report. Therefore, the
crested wheat for early spring grazing was removed as a possible activity.
To maintain a 50-cow herd during a period of tine in which 160 acres

of native grassland was being renovated, the optimum plan converted cropland
to tame pasture production. Brone-alfalfa pasture that was rotated and
fertilized was the major pasture crop that was added. There were 2.3 acres

of Sudan grass and 20 acres of Russian wild rye also produced on cropland.
A cow—calf enterprise under a 5 1/2 month grazing program was sutintained

before and after renovation.

All calves in both time periods were wintered,

summer grazed and then fattened.

2.

Net ranch income was $1459 lower in time period 1 than in time period
Ranch plans obtained for the two time periods are presented in tables

5-7.

Table 1

Optimum Land Use Program Under Various Capital
Limiting Situations, Efficiency Level Variable

Capital Limits (Dollars)
Unlim-

Item

5.000

10.000

15.000

20,000

ited

-Acres-

Cropland in grain, 3-6Z slope
Com grain

34.5
34.5

Wheat

34.5
34.5

34.5
34.5

34.5
34.5

34.5
34.5

328.8
0.0
102.2
0.0
0.0

323.5
0.0

313.4
0.6

290.1
3.8

107.5
0.0

117.0
0.0
0.0
500.0

117.4
0.0
0.0
480.3

Cropland in grain, under 3Z slope
Com grain
Com silage
Flax
Wheat
Fallow

Total cropland in grain

298.6*
0.0
12.1
80.2

40.1
500.0

500.0

0.0
500.0

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.9
18.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

19.7

500.0

500.0

500.0

500.0

500.0

Cropland in pasture
Brome-alfalfa, rotated and
fertilized

Russian wild rye
Total cropland in pasture
TOTAL CROPLAND

0.0

Native pasture land
0.0
75Z condition, not fertilized
25% condition, deferred
0.0
grazing
0.0
25% condition, renovated
0.0
Native hay
1056.0
Unused pasture

89.8

503.6

794.6

679.6

IS3.9

832.3

160.0
0.0
54.0
338.4

160.0
0.0
101.4
0.0

0.0
160.0
216.4
0.0

1056.0

1056.0

1056.0

1056.0

1056.0

TOTAL NATIVE PASTURE LAND

0.0
0.0

*Medium level production efficiency.
high efficiency level.

All other figures are

Table 2

Optimum Beef Production Program Under Several
Restricted Capital Situations, Variable Efficiency Level
Effi"
cien

Leve!

Capital Limits (Dollars

5,000 10,000 15,000 20,000 Unlimited
Number of Head)*

Cow-calf herd, 5*5
month grazing
Cow-calf herd, 5*5
month grazing
Winter calf on pas
ture and hay
Winter calf on pas
ture and hay
Summer graze year

lings, 4*5 months
Summer graze year

lings, 4*5 months
Fatten yearlings

^Livestock numbers have been rounded to the nearest whole unit.

3

Pasture Production and Utilization with

rotated and fertilized

TOTAL

4 1/2 months
Fatten yearlings

grazing
Winter calf, pasture and
hay
Sunmer graze yearlings.

Cow-calf, 5 1/2 month

Livestock enterprises

TOTAL

Small grain stubble

Corn stubble

Hay
Crop aftermath

not fertilized

75% condition,

Russian wild rye
Native grass

55.7

177.7

9.2
6.8
173.4

40

14.8

40

122.0

177.7

176.2

-A.U.M.-

May 16July 15

40

142.6

173.4

173.1

-Tons-

53

Head

181.0
34.5

839.6
216.4

Acre

Hay
Production

Efficiency Level Variable, Capital Unlimited

Tame pasture
Brome- al f al fa,

Item

Table

138.2

46.7

91.5

3.4
138.2

134.5

0.3

-A.U.M.-

Aug. 31

122.0

122.0

122.0

84.0

37.6

0.4

-A.U.M.-

Oct. 31

Sept. 1-

Nov. 1-

72.4

72.4

-A.U.M.-

April 15

Pasture Production
July 16Season

510.3

102.4

72.4

335.5

510.3

72.4
3.4

394.7

Total

Table 4

Operating Statement for Optimum Ranch Plans
with Variable Efficiency In Crop and Livestock
Production Under Several Capital Limiting Situations

Capital Limits (Dollars)
5,000

Item

Com sold

533
4,501
4,732
5,637
1,695
1,695
000
0
161
518

Sale of fattened yearlings
Cull cow sales

Yearlings sold off grass
Operating expenses^
Fixed expenses
Return to operator's land,

labor, capital, & mgt.

15,000

20,000

32,470

$12,066 $16,357 $16,039 $15,354 $13,237

Flax sold
Wheat sold

Gross receipts

10,000

0

_

898

2,889

5,147
1,695
1,669
793

5,166
1,695
10,815
1,230

3.360

0

$18,236 $23,612 $25,873 $28,018 $32,143

$ 5,270 $ 8,297 $ 8,976 $ 9,645 $11,071
4.098

4,098

4.098

4.098

4.098

$ 8,868 $11,217 $12,799 $14,275 $16,974

Interest on operating

capital^ @6Z
Interest on land capital
($95,408 6 4Z)
Value of operator's labor^
Return to management

$

300 $

600 $

900 $ 1,200 $ 1,948

3,H|6 $ 3,816 $ 3,816 $ 3,816 $ 3,816
1.626

1.826

2.331

2,676

2.964

$ 3,126 $ 4,965 $ 5,752 $ 6,583 $ 8,246

Hours of labor used
Acres of cropland In use
Acres of native pasture
land In use

1,263

1,398

1,747

1,984

2,219

500

500

500

500

500

0

224

718

1,056

1,056

®Hired labor included

^Operating capital included all variable costs in crop and

livestock production plus annual investment capital in livestock.
(Excluding feed produced and fed)

^Hours of operator labor used by the plan @$1.50 per hour.

Table 3

Optimum Land Use Prograa When Pasture
Renovation Is Undertaken, Two Time Period
Situations, Efficiency Levels Variable,
Capital Unlimited

Time

Time

Period
One

Period
Two

-Acres-

Cropland in grain, 3-6% slope
Com grain
Wheat

Cropland in grain, under 3% slope
Com grain
Com silage
Flax

Total cropland in grain
Cropland in pasture
Brome-alfalfa, rotated & fertilized
Sudan grass
Russian wild rye
Total cropland in pasture

293.7
3.6
98.4
464.7

290.0

3.8
117.4
480.2

13.0
2.3
20.0
35.3

TOTAL CROPLAND

500.0

500.0

Native pasture land
Renovated pasture, unused
75% condition, not fertilized
Native hay

160.0
697.2
198.8

0.0
839.6
216.4

1,056.0

1,056.0

TOTAL NATIVE PASTURE LAND

Table 6

Livestock Program During Two Time Periods of Pasture
Renovation, Efficiency Level Variable, Capital Unlimited
Effi

Time

ciency

Livestock Enterprise

Cow-calf, 5*5 month grazing
Winter calves on pasture and hay
Summer graze yearlings, % months
Fatten yearlings

♦Livestock

Level

Period

Unit*

One

Head

Head
Head
Head

numbers have been rounded to the nearest whole unit.
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Table

7

Operating Statement During Two Time Periods of Pasture
Renovation, Efficiency Level Variable, Capital Unlimited

Com sold
Flax sold
Wheat sold

Sale of fattened yearlings
Cull cow sales

Gross receipts

Operating expenses^
Fixed expenses

Time Period

Time Period

One

Two

$13,485
4,330
1,695
10,210

$13,237
5,166
1,695
10,815

1.161

1.230

$30,881

$32,143

$10,506

$10,888

4.677

4.098

$15,698

$17,157

$ 1,861
3,816

$ 1,948

2.985

2.964

$ 7,036

$ 8,429

2,203

2,219

Return to operator's land, labor,
capital and management

Interest on operating capital @ 6X
Interest on land capital ($95,408 @ 4%)
Value of operator's labor^
Return to management

Hours of labor used

Acres of cropland In use
Acres of native pasture land In use
Operating capital used

3,816

500

500

896

1,056
$32,467

$31,017

®Hlred labor Included

^Operating capital includes all variable costs In crop and
livestock production plus annual Investment capital In livestock,
(Excluding feed produced and fed)

^Hours of operator labor used by the plan @$1.50 per hour.

RESOURCES REQUIRED FOR A $5,000 OPERATOR
LABOR-MANACXMENT RETURN, NORTH CENTRAL SOUTH DAKOTA

by Wallace G. Aanderud*

Selecting and organizing £arm resources that will earn a desired
level of income from the operators labor and management is of concern to
most farm operators. A masters thesis study based on Faulk County, South
Dakota, can be used as a guide to acreage needed for different farm plans
in areas with similar land resources.

The full title of this study was

"Minimum Resource Requirements for Specified Levels of Income in Faulk
County, South Dakota", by Dwaine E. Umberger.
This study included three specified income levels for labor and man
agement. They were $3,000, $5,000 and $10,000. In this paper only the
$5,000 income level is considered with a 5.5 percent return to land valued
at 60 dollars per acre.

Four planning situations were used based on livestock enterprises
allowed in a linear programming model that can select the acreage needed,
best combination of enterprises, capital needed, and total labor required
to earn $5,000 for the operators labor. In the three summary tables pre
sented here these planning situations are defined as follows:
A. Twelve livestock activities were considered as production alterna
tives. Included were cow-calf enterprise, feeding steer calves on different
rations, stocker enterprises, feeding yearlings, and raising a single litter
of pigs from gilts.

B.

Buying of feeder calves or stockers was removed from the mode.

C.

Buying of feeder calves or stockers and the swine enterprise were

excluded from the model.

D. All livestock enterprises were excluded from the model except the
beef cow herd producing calves for fall sale.

RESULTS AND

IMPLICATIONS

The type of livestock enterprises that the farm operator considers

affects the amount of resources required (see Table 1). When the alterna
tive of buying feeder calves and stockers was removed (plan B), land, labor,
and capital resources increased but gross income and annual cash operating
expenses were reduced slightly. These reductions were due to lower quanti-

Extension Economist—Farm Management, South Dakota State University.
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ties of purchases inputs such as calves (see Table 3)•
litters of pigs raised from gilts. (See Table 2).

Plan B included 110

In plan C with this hog enterprise excluded as an alternative resources
required increased compared to those needed for plan B. Livestock enter
prise in plan C included a beef cow herd, wintering raised calves and then
grazing and feeding them out on pasture.

The farm situation with only a beef-cow herd (plan D) required the most
total resources for the $5,000 operator labor-management income. Over
11,164 acres were required compared with 1,613 acres when feeders and

stockers could be purchased and fed out (see Table 1).
A high percentage of the gross income in plan D resulted from sales of
feed grain. In plan C almost half of the feed grain grown was sold, even
though all calves raised from the cow herd were fed out. This indicates
that on the average feed supplies may be available in this county to feed
out most of the calves.

Other more intensive hog enterprises, dairy and sheep, not included in
this study, are alternative enterprises that could also utilize part of the
feed grains. With these enterprises a smaller farm could produce the $5,000
operator labor-management income.

Changes in the relative acreage of major crops were not significant for
the four planning situations (see Table 2). Wheat allotments were a re
striction for plans C and D. In models A and B where relatively larger
amounts of grain were fed to livestock total wheat acres planted were less
than allotment acres.

Results indicate that it was more profitable to include alfalfa in

rotation for hay than to make hay on all of the native hayland. Consequently,
part of the native hayland was grazed as indicated by comparing acres in
native pasture (Table 1) with native acres grazed (Table 2).
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TABLE 1

RESOURCES REQUIRED TO NET $5,000 OPERATOR LABOR-MANAGEMENT
RETURN, 43.4% CROPLAND, 52. 3% NATIVE HAY OR PASTURE,
4.3% OTHER, FAULK COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA

Planning Situation

B

C
- Acres -

Land Resources:

Cropland

700

975

2,066

Native Hayland

4,845

202

280

595

Native Pasture

642

89 4

1,894

1,396
4,443

69

97

205

480

1,613

2, 246

4,760

11,164

Farmstead, Roads, Trees,
Fences and Waste
TOTAL LAND

-

Labor Required:
Operator

Hours -

2,901

3,000

3,000

3,000

Hired

1,368

2,127

4,950

13,754

TOTAL LABOR

4,269

5,127

7,950

16,754

-

Dollars -

Capital Investment:

Land and Buildings
Machinery and Equipment

Total Annual Operating
TOTAL CAPITAL

101,637
14,732

146,928
16,378

292,854
27,920

684,597
49,480

39.177

61,632

73.630

163,888

$155,546

$224,938

$394,404

$897,965
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TABLE 2

LAND USE AND LIVESTOCK PLANS THAT MINIMIZE RESOURCES

REQUIRED TO NET $5,000 OPERATOR LABOR-MANAGEMENT RETURN,
FOUR PLANNING MODELS , FAULK COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA

Plannina Situation

C

B

A

- Acres

D

-

Land Use Plan:

Corn grain

272

402

649

Oats

168

235

279

648

Wheat

124

173

538

1,260

Flax

39

58

336

787

Com silage

20

0

0

0

77

107

264

616

119

129

227

529

1,045

2,262

5,310

Alfalfa

Native hay
Native grazed

725

-

1,534

Number of enterprise units -

Livestock Plan:
Beef cows

0

57

123

372

58

0

0

*

131

43

93

*

0

110

Feed calves:

Drylot-Silage
Pasture-No Silage
Gilts - 1 litter

*

♦Excluded as alternative livestock enterprises for these planning situations.

*
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TABLE 3

GROSS INCOME AND EXPECTED DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME

BASED ON THE BEST COMBINATIONS OF ENTERPRISES,
FOUR PLANNING MODELS, FAULK COUNTY, SOUTH DAKOTA

Planninq Situation

.

^

B
-

Gross Income

C

D

Dollars -

$ 54,320

$ 52,260

$ 67,740

$145,860

35,090

27,755

27,365

59,495

1,710

2,660

6,190

17,195

3,960

4,750

7,385

14,525

Annual cash

operating expense
Hired labor

Machinery depreciation,
insurance and taxes

Interest Charges*
Machinery and Equipment

Operating Capital
Land

885

985

2, 350
5, 325

3,700

1,675
4,420

7,410

15,705

2,970
9,835
36,840

5,000

5,000

5,000

5,000

OPERATOR LABOR-

MANAGEMENT RETURN

*Net taxable return for the operator will be $5,000 plus the part of the interest
charge that is not paid to someone else for borrowed capital.

GOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATION

AN OBSTRUCTION FACING COMPREHENSIVE

PLANNING IN SOUTH DAKOTA:

A SYNOPSIS

by Allyn 0. Lockner*

Most activities o£ State and local governments In South Dakota are
undertaken to provide our residents with the direct use of many facilities
and prograits. A very large part of State and local expenditures Is made
for schools, highways, health programs, hospitals, sewerage and sanitation,
parks and other recreation programs. The services made available by these
facilities and programs contribute to the economic and social Improvement
of our communities and the satisfaction of our human needs.

The effective and efficient provision of education, health and all
other services requires rational and Informed decisions by our State and
local officials. This, In turn, necessitates that these officials engage
In continuous comprehensive budgeting for, and planning of facilities and
programs providing these services. However, the present organizational
structure of South Dakota government Is often a major obstacle to meaning
ful, comprehensive planning by our State and local officials. This con
clusion Is reached after examining the current budgeting and State and

local planning arrangement In South Dakota and studying the present organi
zational structure of our government, particularly State government.
Comprehensive budgeting and planning Is hampered by development prob
lems crossing the function boundaries of our many State departments,
agencies, bureaus, commissions, committees, boards, etc. Planning for our
water resources Is a case In point. Executive authority Is dispersed among
eight constitutional officers , thereby restricting the effectiveness of com
prehensive budgeting and planning by the Governor. In addition, there exists

100 to 125 State agencies , over which the Governor has limited authority.
Many agencies are headed by officials serving terms which overlap the
two-year term of the Governor. These arrangements place many State officers
and agencies beyond the control of the Governor and encourage them to develop
policies and procedures Independently of the Governor In budgeting and
planning matters. Yet, the Governor alone has the major responsibility for
the effective operation of State government. Including budget submission and
execution, and comprehensive development planning. These and other basic
organizational weaknesses can be corrected to a significant extent by sub
stantially revising the State Constitution. Many features of our constitution
have developed In a piece-meal fashion. Also an outmoded legal and historical
structure has resulted, which jeopardizes comprehensive budgeting and plann
ing under rapidly changing and uncertain conditions. This often results In
high cost, low-quality services and restricts economic and social development.

Associate Professor, Economics, South Dakota State University.
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As such, these conditions adversely affect the level of living of all of
us in South Dakota.

Three suggestions are made for correcting the organizational weak
nesses existing in South Dakota government:

(1)

Undertake a statewide adult education program explaining
the organizational structure of South Dakota government,
its adverse effect on comprehensive budgeting and planning,
and suggesting other possible organizational structures;

(2)

Direct to the appropriate court a request for an advisory
opinion, or initiate other legal action on the proper pro
cedure for calling and holding a State constitutional

convention and obtaining a ratification of its results by
the residents ; and,

(3)

Encourage the residents to ask public officials, particularly
legislators, to press for reorganization and constitutional
revision.

These three steps would encourage public involvement in governmental re
organization and bring about more informed and thoughtful action on this

vital topic which bears heavily on budgeting for, and planning of programs
and facilities contributing to community improvement and the satisfaction
of our personal needs.

"THE NEW UNIFORM COMMERCIAL CODE - WHAT IT MEANS
TO FARMERS AND BUSINESSMEN"

by John D. Leonard*

The Uniform Commercial Code became effective in South Dakota on July 1,
1967. It replaced seven earlier uniform acts governing commercial trans
actions, all of which had become outdated or inadequate. Most of these
earlier acts had lost their uniformity through variations in legislative

amendments and judicial interpretations from state to state. The Uniform

Commercial Code alters the older statutes in many ways, and has added
numerous provisions to deal with recent legal problems.

Basically, the Code covers almost all steps of any commercial trans
action involving personal property. The Code is divided into nine articles.
Article 1 - General Provisions; Article 2 —Sales: Article 3 - Commercial

Paper; Article 4 - Bank Deposits and Collections; Article 5 - Letters of
Credit; Article 6 - Bulk Transfers; Article 7 - Documents of Title;

Article 8 - Investment Securities; and Article 9 - Secured Transactions.

Article 2 - Sales is the most voluminous of the articles, and Article
9 - Secured Transactions has stirred the most interest and controversy be

cause of the novelty of its approach to transactions involving collateral
security.

A particular feature of the Code that has proved to be of great value

in the use of the Code is the preparation and promulgation of "Official
Conments" related to the text of the Code.

The Code has been in operation since 1954 in Pennsylvania, the first

state to adopt it. At the present time all fifty of the states have adopted
it.

Therefore, we are well on our way to uniformity.

The problem of whether the Code will be able to adjust to changing
times and conditions was at all times recognized as a matter of first impor
tance while the Code was being drafted. Consequently, the Code has a great
amount of "build-in" flexibility. In instance after instance throughout

the Code, a particular rule of law is stated in the permissive rather than
the mandatory form.

A key provision of the Code is preservation of freedom of contract.
The obligations of good faith, diligence, reasonableness, and due care pre
scribed by the Code may not be disclaimed by agreement, but the parties may

agree upon "standards of performance." Beyond this one limitation, the

effects of provisions of the Code are subject to variation by agreement.
Associate Professor of Economics , South Dakota State University; and
Attorney at Law, Brookings, South Dakota.

In other words, parties to comercial transactions may prescribe their
rights and duties by agreement, but if they fail to do so, the Code provides
a broad set of rules to answer most of the questions that may arise.
Article 2 on Sales and Article 9 on Secured Transactions are the two

articles that should be of most immediate importance to farmers and business

men alike.

Article 2 pertains to the sale of goods, and if, as is usually

the case, the agreement contemplates credit, then the seller must create
and perfect a security interst under the provisions of Article 9.
Probably the most significant change in the law of sales which the

U.C.C. makes is the abandonsient of the concept of "title."

For years, the
general rule that "loss follows title," was the guiding light. However,

locating title often proved to be a little more than difficult.

refers to "title" only when absolutely necessary.

The Code

For example, where a

taxation statute depends for its application upon title to goods.

With title deemphasized as to risk of loss for the goods, shipment
terms of the contract assume increased importance. The parties may either

use a "shipment" contract or a "destination" contract.

With a shipment

contract the buyer bears the risk of loss for the goods after they are put
on board the carrier by the seller. With a destination contract the seller
bears the risk of loss all the way to the point of delivery to the buyer.
The shipment contract is regarded as the normal one and the destination
contract as the variant one. In other words, there is always a presumption
that the contract is a shipment contract, and that the buyer bears the risk
of loss for the goods.

As to warranties or guarantees made by a seller to a buyer, the Code
has made little change from pre-Code law. The seller is still deemed to
be making the implied warranties of title and merchantability. These
warranties may still be disclaimed as under pre-Code law, but such dis
claimer must very conspicuously appear on the face of the sales agreement.
The Code defines horizontal privity - that is, the members of the
consumer class which obtain the benefit of Code warranties between the

seller and buyer. The Official Text of the Code limits applicability to
members of the family or household of the buyer, or to guests in the buyer's
home. The South Dakota version of the Code goes even further and extends

the warranties to "any person who may be reasonably expected to use,
consume, or be affected by the goods."
Article 9 - Secured Transactions was built upon the pre-Code security
law pertaining to the pledge or possessory security interests, chattel
mortgages, conditonal sales, trust receipts, and factor's liens. The
common denominators that were present in pre-Code chattel security law

were: 1) The granting by the debtor to the creditor of exclusive rights in
the debtor's property to secure payment or other performance of his obliga
tions; and 2) Notice of the existence of the secured transaction between
the debtor and the creditor.

Under the Code in Article 9, a single lien concept is followed called

a "security interest," thereby doing away with the old concepts of chattel
mortgages, conditional sales contracts, and the like.

Except in possessory pledge transactions, the security agreement must
be in writing, signed by the debtor, and contain a description of the col

lateral. To "perfect" the security interest, it can be done in one of two
ways: 1) By obtaining possession of the collateral; or 2) By making publicnotice filing.

The purpose of the Code throughout all of its articles is to provide
for uniformity of law among the states and to provide for simplicity and
practicality in carrying out commercial transactions under the provisions
of the Code.

ACTIVITIES OF THE ECONOMICS DEPARTMENT

by "John E. Thompson, Head

Tlie major goal of the Economics Department is to help both farm and
city people achieve the highest levels of living possible.

Three major areas of effort are directed toward this objective.
include (1) instruction, (2) research, and (3) extension education.

They
These

three major areas of emphasis complement each other and strengthen the
total Economics Department effort.

Courses taught in the Department are designed to prepare students for

general agricultural economics and agri-business activities. Virtually all
students on the campus take the basic economics courses and a large propor
tion of them are taught the principles of business law, business and farm

management and accounting.

Each year an increasing number of students major

in economics.

In addition to teaching, most staff members conduct research.

This

research is in the fields of agricultural economics, agricultural business,
community development, taxation, and marketing problems.
Reports are published as bulletins, circulars, pamphlets and economics
newsletters. Radio and television programs are prepared and adult edu
cational meetings and seminars are conducted on many different topics of
concern to both farm and city people. Extension economists work closely
with the research and teaching staff in the Department. This enables them
to extend the teaching function of the Department beyond the classroom. The
major emphasis is often on the latest developments in research and the
application of economic analysis.

This publication is a result of a staff effort to bring research
results and accumulate knowledge to bear on the problems created by changes
in our communities and elsewhere. These papers were presented at the sixth
Agri-Business Day held in Brookings on April 4, 1968.

